
Eco Arbor Designs 
Outdoor Flooring Solutions



About our Company
Eco Arbor Designs was born from a simple concept,  modular and removable outdoor flooring.  The 

ability to cover existing surfaces with a new floor, without removing the existing floor underneath.  

15 Years later and more than a million square feet of product installed of residential and commercial 

flooring.  We now have our most robust portfolio of products to offer.  Whether you are a 

residential client with a small balcony to a commercial plaza deck we have the solution and 

product on hand to supply and complete your project.  Our goal has always been to be budget 

conscious, in stock with fast shipping as well as keeping with the latest trends in outdoor flooring 

design.  Our passion and experience in outdoor floors is your advantage.  We hope you take the 

journey with us in elevating your outdoor living space. 



2cm Porcelain Pavers
Porcelain Pavers offer a new low maintenance option for outdoor flooring, One of the most durable 

and maintenance free outdoor flooring solutions in the market today.  Eco Arbor Designs is proud to 

offer over 45 colors and styles through 6 style collections.  EarthStone, Mood Wood, Concrete, 

Quartz, Travertine and Terrazzo.  With these collections we are able to elevate the level of outdoor 

flooring design to new levels.  Our most common size is a square 24"X24" with 24"x48" additional 

sizes for every application.  With these sizes come new thickness ability with the introduction of 

3cm and even 5cm thickness for commercial applications where vehicular traffic is needed.  Call us 

to learn more about our in stock collection and fast ship times.  Use on Roof decks, plaza decks,  

balconies and ground level patios.  

2cm Porcelain Pavers

Can be installed on    GROUND with thin set,  sand bed, or raised pedestal application     



Structural Wood deck tiles 

STRUCTURAL Wood deck tileS  
The Construction of Ipe wood decks has never been easier with our structural wood deck paver's. 

Install these paver's over uneven surfaces such as old concrete decks, sidewalks or patios 

without the need for expensive wood or steel framing. Structural wood deck pavers also 

keep the floor modular and removable so you can add or subtract square footage at any time or 

cover unsightly conduit . Perfect for raised pedestal decks they do not require any additional 

support  backing as the tiles will withstand over 2500 lbs supported on each corner. Available 

in 24"X24" and 24"X48" as well as 24" X 72". Our wood pavers are made of the highest grade of 

certified lumber. The wood is unfinished and can be coated with an oil penetrating sealer or left to 

weather to a distinguished natural silver grey. Our wood pavers are available in a light Gara pa wood 

color or a darker lpe wood color. 

Installation on pedestals, joist framing, sand bed or directly on waterproof surface with deck tile 

connectors 



Deck Turf
Deck turf is an underlay solution for raised floors and allows the installer to use virtually any type 

material on top, whether it be artifical grass,  tile or genuine stone.   The FRP panels are elevated on 

pedestals and give a new floor height with the same durabilty as the ground itself.  Perfect for adding 

additional drainage and air flow between the raised floor and the surface product.  Our deck 

turf panels can be directly fastened to joists, or pedestals, or simply laid on a sand bed for 

maximum breath ability of your artificial turf.  Made of 1" or 1.5" strong Fiber Re enforced Plastic 

these panels are sold in 24"X48" or 48"X96" sized panels. a lightweight and bulletproof solution for 

roof decks.  

FRP Gratings and DECK Turf



Interlocking Deck Tiles
ECO Decking tiles is where our company began over 15 years ago.  The very first of our  product line 

with three species of certified Bolivian hardwoods.  Our interlocking series is well known as one 

of the most robust snap together flooring solution making them perfect for everything from 

events to permanent outdoor  flooring.  Used to quickly and easily transform any outdoor space. 

The self draining plastic mesh locks the tiles directly together on all sides with no nails, screws or 

tools needed.   We are extremely confident this is the best snap together flooring you will find on 

the planet today.   Available in two species Ipe and Garapa.   

Applications:  Balconies, covered decks,  sun rooms,  events restaurant patio flooring

INTERLOCKING DECK TILES



Pedestal Systems
Our pedestal catalog is complete and created from years of trial and error,  we have carried or sold 

them all over the years.   Today we have designed and developed our own,  essentially eliminating 

the snags and pitfalls of other brands.  One model with overlapping height from one model to the 

next, a simple concept that is only found with our design.  We offer three different types of 

pedestal systems as no one type is perfect for every application.  Telescoping series,  Fixed height 

series and our Hybrid series.  We have the right model for your application at the right price. 

Pedestal Systems

Adjustable

Fixed height

Hybrid PVC adjustable



designer.  Our commitment to sales and service of outdoor flooring systems and solutions is what will help you 
complete your project with the confidence that you are supported throughout the process.  Let our fair 
pricing, fast delivery times and passion for design help you achieve your outdoor flooring dreams.  We have 
your back and it always shows. 

Regards
ECO Arbor Designs

xvWe are confident that our history in outdoor flooring is your advantage as a homeowner, developer, installer or 

TOLL-FREE PHONE: (866) 326-4418 INFO@ECOARBORDESIGNS.COM




